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Abstract
Books by J.R.R. Tolkien, C.S. Lewis, and Charles Williams, discussed by the Mythopoeic Society in the monthly meetings.
Book List

Books by J.R.R. Tolkien, C.S. Lewis, and Charles Williams, discussed by The Mythopoeic Society in the monthly meetings.

J.R.R. Tolkien:
- The Tolkien Reader. This is a collection of some of Tolkien's shorter works: The Homecoming of Beorhtnoth Beorhthelm's Son (a drama), Tree and Leaf (which contains an essay "One Fairy Stories" and a short story titled "Leaf by Niggle"), Farmer Giles of Ham, and The Adventures of Tom Bombadil (poetry). New York: Ballantine Books (paperback).

C.S. Lewis:
- The Chronicles of Narnia:
  - Prince Caspian.
  - The Voyage of The Dawn Treader.
  - The Silver Chair.
  - The Horse and His Boy.
  - The Magician's Nephew.
  - The Last Battle.
- The Ransom or Deep Space Trilogy:
  - Perelandra.
  - That Hideous Strength.

Charles Williams:
- The Seven Novels:
  - Many Dimensions.
  - The Place of The Lion.
  - War in Heaven.
  - Shadows of Ecstasy.
  - Descent into Hell:
  - All Hallow's Eve.
- Poetry:

Some material on the three men: